
 

     LAST TRAIN HOME is a January, 2015 LVCA dvd donation to the Ligonier 

Valley Library. Below is Kino Ken’s review of that dvd film. 

 

17 of a possible 20 points                                       ****1/2 of a possible ***** 

 

China   2006-2009   color   90 minutes   subtitled live action feature documentary    

Eyesteel (LTH) Productions, Inc. / Zeitgeist Films / Telefilm Canada / TV5 / 

Yuan Fang Media / Canada Council for the Arts / Hotdocs / SODEC 

(Societe de Developpement des Enterprises Culturelles) --- Quebec / Channel 4 / 

Jan Viijman Fund / Rogers Documentary Fund / Conquest / Super Channel / 

Theatrical Documentary Program   Producers: Bob Moore, Mila Aung-Thwin, 

Daniel Cross 

 

Key: *indicates outstanding performance or technical achievement 

(j) designates juvenile cast member 

Points: 

             Direction: Lixin Fan* 

1           Editing: Lixin Fan, Mary Stephen, Hannele Halm 

2           Cinematography: Lixin Fan* 

             Stills Photography: Weishan Tan*, Lixin Fan*, Liming Fan* 

2           Lighting 

2           Interviews 

             Story Editing: Daniel Cross 



1         Music: Olivier Alary       

           Music Recording: Tim Gowdy 

2         Sound: Cory Rizos (Sound Design and Supervising Sound Editor), 

           Liming Fan (Sound Recordist), Kyle Stanfield (Dialogue Editor) 

           Gavin Fernandes, Cory Rizos (Sound Rerecording / Remixing) 

2         Ambience 

1         Creativity 

2         Dramatic Tension 

2         Insightfulness 

17 total points 

 

Interviewee Cast: Changhua Zhang (the father), Suqin Chen (the mother),  

Suqin (“Qin”) Zhang (j)* (the daughter), Yang Zhang (j) (the son) 

 

     Kinetic in pace, thrillingly dramatic to observe, LAST TRAIN HOME is a feature 

documentary plunging viewers into a hectic, turbulent world of migrant workers 

and strained tradition. Focus is on the Zhang family, born of rural inland peasant 

stock, who find themselves drawn, for better or worse, to economic 

opportunities in coastal cities of Guangzhou and Shenzhen. They come from the 

village of Huilong in Sichuan Province, hundreds of miles to the northwest of 

Ghuangzhou. Taking jobs in a textile factory where the pair sew western-style 

clothes, twelve hours a day, they earn welcome money posted back to the  

grandparents of their children. Once a year, for the New Year’s Festival, 

Changhua and Suqin buy tickets to travel back home for a family reunion. In 

effect, father and mother are strangers to their offspring. 

     Back in Huilong, sixteen-year-old daughter Qin is discontented. She detests 

school, finds farm work tedious and unrewarding. Basically a loner, Qin is 

seriously considering following the advice of her only friend, a somewhat older 

teenage girl who has left Huilong and taken a factory job in Guangzhou. Pay is 

better, there are far more distractions for entertainment, parental control is 

minimal. All this sounds great to Qin, who finds especially chafing Mother’s 

lectures on serious studying. Suppressing adolescent rebellion during a parental 

holiday visit, she simmers glumly in native environment, unable or unwilling to 



relish verdantly attractive hillside scenery or traditional field work. Propaganda 

about economic freedom has caused her to reject everything familiar and 

quotidian. For Qin, exploration and independence are the only goals worth 

setting herself. Adventure is beckoning. 

     Her parents feel tense and remorseful about overlong absences from home. 

They communicate by phone with relatives between physical visits.  

     Yet much is happening that isn’t shared in those conversations. Son Yang, ten 

years old at the time of his parent’s 2006 visit, is feeling under fire to top his 

class at school. A good student, he isn’t capable of overtaking peers with better 

grades, no matter how hard he applies himself. Like his sister, he’s unsure of 

whether making the effort to do so is even worthwhile. He is also swayed by 

television advertising, wanting the latest available electronic gadget. Primarily 

for games, not research. Yang is torn between old and new, still disposed to 

honor wishes of mother and father, well aware job opportunities in his village 

are limited and low-paying. Only if higher education is perceived as an exit 

ticket will Yang devote himself to obtaining it.  

     Grandmother keeps encouraging the boy to stay in school and study harder. 

Otherwise, he will end up trapped in the same rootless, unsatisfying condition 

Qin selects. 

     In one of the film’s most explosive scenes, unanticipated by the director 

though by no means spontaneous, Qin accuses her parents of negligence and 

abandonment, turning directly to the camera by way of introduction to what 

she terms “the real me.” Whatever love they have for their firstborn has not 

been effectively communicated. Indictment leads to physical struggle as 

malcontent juvenile tosses off an obscenity directed at the family’s head. That’s 

too great an undermining of his authority. With camera still shooting, 

thoroughly nettled Changhua attacks his ungrateful child. She resists and 

counters.  

     That gulf between generations has developed thanks to modernization and 

outmigration to cities. It can’t be bridged by a couple annual hours of repair 

work.  



     Mother tries vainly to arbitrate, pleading with her husband to back off and let 

Qin find her own path. Their dreams for the girl are collapsed irretrievably. 

Yang, watching wordlessly, keeps his own counsel.  

     After a trip to an ancestral Buddhist shrine and command imposed on Yang 

to maintain that custom, Qin sets off for the very city where perceived 

adversaries work, landing a job similar to theirs through the assistance of her 

friend. Wearying though she finds the work, the girl refuses to admit 

disillusionment . In off hours, she thumbs through magazines displaying 

Western fashions and visits a beauty salon where a spiky-headed youth of about 

her own age trims her hair down to what he terms a Barbie™ style. Quite 

pleased at the new look, Qin parades self-consciously down a city street 

afterward, receiving with pleasure a second glance from an admiring boy. Now 

she’s getting some of the attention no one seems to have offered back in her 

village. And loving every second of it. Aware of movie star status this 

documentary is providing her, Qin persists in unhealthy spendthrift ways, 

buying extremely high-cut shorts and dumping a sizable amount of each meal 

into the trash in order to keep herself thin as a megabuck model. Eventually, 

she gives up her dull sewing job, opting for the showier position of bar girl in a 

disco. Each time she makes a decision, it results in a further lowering of 

standards and self-esteem. Set on a dangerous path of self-destruction, Qin 

shuts out all advice from elders, stubbornly clinging to seize-the-hour hedonism, 

refusing to attend any more holiday gatherings at home. Her story is likely to 

end in hopelessness. 

     A backdrop of huddled travelers packed into a milling, frustrated mass as 

they await trains and tickets reminds viewers of the enormous numbers of 

Chinese metropolitan workers already relocated from the countryside. Battered 

literally by their fellows and metaphorically under hammerings from shrinking 

demand for imports they manufacture, the nation’s middle class claws 

frantically for a firm foothold in adopted workplaces. Layoffs achieved by 

supervisors simply dropping wages below subsistence levels squeeze many of 

these transplants between shameful return to native soil and starving poverty 

in harbor ports. Government plans to move even more peasants by 2020 to 

“model cities” and “special economic zones” may be ill-timed and disastrous. 



     With one child adrift, rethinking the price exacted by lack of quality time with 

youngsters makes Yang’s mother resolve to return to Huilong. Combining forces 

with Grandmother, they win a battle to keep Child Number Two in school. 

     Meanwhile, Qin takes a stab at vocational education designed to qualify her 

for a technological job. It doesn’t pan out and she then surrenders again to 

dubious attractions of full-time menial labor. The rebel is earning her own 

money, more or less, while simultaneoulsy extending her list of failures. 

If she represents the female face of China’s future, that nation is in for very 

difficult times ahead.       

     No commentary is given overtly by director Lixin Fan, who observes and 

records only. Analysis is left to viewer discretion. With a plethora of shots 

highlighting the natural beauty of agricultural China and resplendent, soulless 

skyscrapers, LAST TRAIN HOME gives an unnerving, panoramic display of a 

country blindly entrusting itself to technological progress and personal greed. 

     Edited to counterpoint personal conflicts against crowds in motion, the film  

presents both with admirable vigor.  

     Each noise and sound within capture range of microphones is heard to 

maximum impact, something rarely achieved by location recording.  

     Lighting and music, acceptable in quality, are secondary here. 

     An ideal selection to exponentially enlarge acquaintance with contemporary 

China, LAST TRAIN HOME percolates with plenty of contrasts and uncensored 

candor in dialogue. Camerawork transports spectators to a privileged position 

amidst surging action. Evidencing clearly a native son’s tolerant respect for all 

subjects photographed, LAST TRAIN HOME presents a view of the Chinese 

unfettered by government propaganda, foreign preconceptions, or hidden 

filmmaker agendas. It is strongly recommended as cinema and educator. Due to 

unvarnished confrontation scenes involving internal family strife, the film is 

appropriate for adults only. There’s also a repeated obscenity in the section just 

cited. 

     Additional insights can be gleaned from bonus materials: three deleted 

scenes totaling eleven minutes, a travelogue in four parts running altogether 

five and one-half minutes, a two minute U.S. theatrical trailer, and a printed 

interview with the director about his purpose, beliefs, and methods.  


